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Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0, L a generalized restricted Lie algebra
 .over F, and P L the primitive p-envelope of L. A close relation between
 .L-representations and P L -representations is established. In particular, the irre-
ducible k-reduced modules of L for any k g L* coincide with the irreducible
 .  .k -reduced modules of P L , where k g P L * is a trivial extension of k . From0 0
this result, the determination of all irreducible representations of the Zassenhaus
algebra is completed, and the dimensions of the corresponding modules are also
given. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
As is well known, any finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic p ) 7 is either classical arising
.as the Lie algebra of a connected simple algebraic group or of Cartan
w xtype St-W . Each Lie algebra of Cartan type is a certain twist of the
 .2.corresponding graded Lie algebra of Cartan type X m : n , X g
 4  w x.W, S, H, K cf. W3 . Different from the cases of classical type, the
restrictedness for Cartan type Lie algebras is not ensured. This work is a
w xcontinuation of Shu1]Shu3 in an effort to use the theory of generalized
restricted Lie algebras to study the representations of graded Lie algebras
of Cartan type. We obtain the complete determination of irreducible
representations for the Zassenhaus algebra. To the author's knowledge,
this is the first example of a simple nonrestricted Lie algebra whose
irreducible representations are completely determined.
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 .In the earlier papers, the author introduced generalized restricted GR
Lie algebras with ``restrictedness of higher degrees.'' Graded Lie algebras
 .2.  4of Cartan type X m : n , X g W, S, H, K are the canonical examples of
this class of Lie algebras. By analogy with restricted representations of
restricted Lie algebras, aspects of generalized restricted representations
 .2.of X m : n were studied. In this approach, the so-called primitive p-
 .envelope P L , consisting of the primitive elements of the generalized
 .restricted enveloping algebra of L a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra , of
a GR Lie algebra L played an important role. The GR modules of L were
 .proved to coincide with the restricted modules of P L . One of the main
aims of this paper is to establish a closer relation between L-representa-
 .tions and P L -representations.
If the ground field F is algebraically closed, then parallel to the
w xrestricted case We-K , any irreducible L-module is either a GR module or
 .  .a generalized k-reduced module for some k g L*. Let r, V be a
 .k-reduced representation of L. k is extended to an element k of P L *.
An extension of k is standard if it satisfies certain ``homogeneous''
conditions. In this paper, a further result is that for any given standard
 .extension k , r, V is extended uniquely to a k-reduced representation
 .  .  .  .r, V of P L and the functor r, V ¬ r, V is an equivalence be-
tween the category of k-reduced representations of L and that of k-
 .reduced representations of P L . In particular, any trivial extension is
standard. This result can be conveniently applied to study irreducible
generalized reduced representations of graded Lie algebras of Cartan type.
Irreducible GR representations for those Lie algebras have been deter-
w x .mined without any difficulty in Shu1 .
w xFifty years ago H. J. Chang Ch determined the irreducible representa-
tions of the Witt algebras W . Chang's result has a well-known application1
w x .found by O. Mathieu M in 1992. For a long time this was one of the very
few examples of simple Lie algebras with complete results in irreducible
representations. The latest developments for the gradedrrestricted irre-
ducible representations and for the gradedrrestricted Lie algebras of
w xCartan type were determined in Sh1]Sh3, Hu1, Hu2, N, H1, H2 where
some special methods were employed, mainly to surmount the difficulty of
potential non-restrictedness. One will see in Remark 3.1 that the graded
irreducible representations for graded Lie algebras of Cartan type are just
the generalized reduced representations with the characters whose values
.in the nonzero components of the Lie algebras are zero. To determine
irreducible modules for those Lie algebras in the general sense is still an
arduous task hardly ever started. The approach presented in this paper is
one step towards solving the problem stated above. As an illustration, we
will give a detailed discussion for irreducible representations of the pn-
dimensional Zassenhaus algebra Z which is not restricted unless n s 1.n
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This paper is arranged as follows. In the first section we give some
conceptions and notations on generalized restricted algebras. In the sec-
ond section, we obtain one of our main results in which the relationship
between representations of GR Lie algebras and those of their primitive
p-envelopes is presented. In the last two sections, we completely determine
all irreducible Z -modules. The dimension of an irreducible generalizedn
 . U nqdim L0 r QQ-reduced module, for Q / 0 g Z , is p where Q is so-calledn
Q-subalgebra of Z , and the dimension of an irreducible GR module is 1n
or pn y 1. The numbers of isomorphism classes of irreducible modules
with character Q, for all Q g ZU , are also determined.n
The author thanks Professor Guang-Yu Shen for his valuable remarks
on the original manuscript of this paper and Professor R. Farnsteiner for
his interest in the author's work and his helpful suggestions after reading
the author's earlier papers. The author also expresses his deep gratitude to
Professor Zheng-Fan Xu for his support and encouragement. Thanks are
due to Y. Yang, the author's wife, who does so much for this work. Last,
thanks also to the referee for his comments on the original manuscript of
this paper.
1. THE CONCEPTIONS AND NOTATIONS
1.1. Let F be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and L be a generalized
 .restricted Lie algebra GR Lie algebra over F associated with an ordered
 .basis E s e and a generalized restricted mapping w for a fixed seti ig I s
 . wsof positive integers s s s . We recall that w : E ª L, e ¬ e satis-i ig I s i i
 w x.fies the relations cf. Shu1
p siwsad e s ad e ; i g I. .i i
 .  w  .x.EXAMPLE. 1 According to Jacobson's result cf. St-F, II 2.3 , re-
 .stricted Lie algebras and GR Lie algebras with s s 1, 1, . . . , 1 coincide.
 w x.On the other hand, a restricted Lie algebra L, p is also a GR Lie
 .  .algebra associated with any given basis E s e and any given s s s . Ini i
w xs w xsi. w p xs w p x sithis case, w s p [ p , i.e., e s e .s ig I i i
 .2 Any nilpotent Lie algebra is a GR Lie algebra.
 . t3 Let L s L be a Z-graded Lie algebra. If L is a GR[ isys i 0
Lie subalgebra of L, then L is a GR Lie algebra. In particular, L s
 .2.  wX m : n , X s W, S, H, or K, is a GR Lie algebra cf. Shu1, Proposition
x.2.13 .
1.2. In the sequel, all Lie algebras are always assumed to be finite
dimensional. We let l s dim L in the first two sections.
 .  .sLet L be a GR Lie algebra associated with E, w . Denote by U L, ws p s
the generalized restricted enveloping algebra of L, which is by definition,
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 .the quotient of the universal enveloping algebra U L of L by the ideal
 . p si ws  4I E generated by e y e , i g 1, 2, . . . , l . Then it is easily verified thati i
 .  . w x  .sI E is a Hopf ideal of U L . By A, Theorem 4.21 , U L, w has ap s
unique Hopf algebra structure such that the canonical projection p : U ª
 .sU L, w makes a Hopf algebra morphism. By Jacobson's refinement ofp s
 w  .x.  .sthe PBW theorem cf. St-F, I 9.7 , U L, w is finite dimensional andp s
a1 a2 a l s i  .sthe monomials e e ??? e , 0 F a - p , constitute a basis of U L, w .1 2 l i p s
 .  .sDenote by P L, w the set of primitive elements of U L, w . Thens p s
 . l s iy1 p ti  .P L,w s   Fe . P L, w is a p-envelope of L, called thes is1 t s0 i si
  ..primitive p-envelope of L associated with E, w . The restricted univer-s
  ..  .  .ssial enveloping algebra u P L, w of P L, w is isomorphic to U L, ws s p s
Ã w x.cf. Shu2 . Let L be the universal p-envelope of L. Then one has an
Ã Ã .   ..isomorphism as restricted Lie algebras from P L, w to Lr L l I Es
 w x.cf. St2, Theorem 3.1 .
2. GENERALIZED REDUCED REPRESENTATIONS OF
GR LIE ALGEBRAS
In this section, L is always supposed to be a GR Lie algebra associated
 4  .swith E, w , and F an algebraically closed field. Let l s dim L. U L, ws p s
 .is simply denoted by U and P L, w by P.s
2.1. Let M be the category of L-modules. Then any simple objectL
 .r, V of M satisfiesL
p si p siwsr e y r e s k e Id, ;e g E, 2.1.1 .  .  . .i i i i
where k g L* is called a character of E in the sequel, the identity
. element Id in End V is often simply written by 1 . A representation resp.
.  .module of L satisfying 2.1.1 is called a generalized reduced representa-
 .  .tion resp. module , or k-reduced representation k-reduced module . All
k-reduced modules of L for a fixed k g L* constitute a subcategory of
M , denoted by M k. The objects of M 0 are exactly GR L-modules asL L L
w x 0studied in Shu1]Shu3 . M coincides with the unitary module categoryL
of U.
2.2. For any character k of E, one can extend it to a linear function k
of P. k is referred to as a standard extension of k if k satisfies
s y1i s ynipnpk e s 0 whenever s ) 1. 2.2.1 . . i i
ns1
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np .The trivial extension of k is denoted by k , i.e., k e s 0 for all s ) 10 0 i i
and 0 - n - s . Obviously, k is standard. The following fact is clear.i 0
LEMMA. If the k are standard extensions of k g L*, i s 1, 2, theni i
ak q bk are standard extensions of ak q bk for all a, b g F .1 2 1 2 p
 k .  .  p si ws2.3. Denote by I E the ideal of U L generated by e y e yi i
 . p si 4  .  .  k .k e ? 1 N e g E . Set U k [ U L rI E , called a generalized re-i i
duced enveloping algebra of L, or k-reduced envelope of L. Then M kL
 .coincides with the unitary module category of U k . Furthermore, denote
kby M the k-reduced module category of the restricted Lie algebra P, andP
 .  wby u P, k the k-reduced universal enveloping algebra of P cf. St-F, IV,
kx.  .Sect. 3 . M coincides with the unitary module category of u P, k .P
 .y   . w x.In the following, U k stands for the Lie algebra U k , , , where
w x  .a, b s ab y ba for a, b g U k .
PROPOSITION. Let k be a character of E and k a standard extension of k .
 .  .There is a homomorphism u P, k ª U k of associati¨ e algebras, under
 .ywhich P imbeds into U k as a Lie algebra.
p si ws  . p si   ..  k .Proof. Since z [ e y e y k e ? 1 g C U L and I E si i i i
l  . w  .x  . r t r r1 r2 r l z U L , St-F, I 9.7 ensures that U L s  Fz e , z s z z ??? z ,is1 i 1 2 l
et s et1 ??? etl, and 0 F t - psi. Let s be the restriction to L of the1 l i
 .  .  k .   .a  .a  i.canonical projection U L ª U L rI E . Then s e [  s e N ai
  .  .  .. l  . si4  .s a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a l g N , 0 F a i - p is a basis of U k . Let f be
 .a linear mapping of P to U k defined by
e ¬ s e , .i i
t y1i t ynitt ni pi pp pe ¬ s e y k e ? 1, 1 F t F s if s ) 1. .  .i i i i i i
ns0
t ip t i  .Note: the above e is not the p th power of e in u P, k but a basisi i
.element of P. We proceed with the proof in steps.
 .  .y1 f is a Lie injecti¨ e homomorphism from P to U k . In view of the
 .a  .s e being a basis of U k , L is regarded as its image of the injective
homomorphism u s p N : L ª U. Of course, f N is an isomorphism ofL L
 . w x w  .  .x w  .  .xL onto s L . Then f x, y s s x , s y s f x , f y for x, y g L.
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w x w w w x xxPut x , x , . . . , x [ x , x , . . . , x , x , . . . , . Thus1 2 t 1 2 ty1 t
t ti jp y 1 p! # "! # "t ti jp pf e , e s yf e , . . . , e , e , . . . , e , ei j i i j j i
s y f e , . . . , f e , f e , . . . , f e , f e .  .  .  .  .i i j j i
t ti jp ps s e , s e .  .i j
t ti jp ps f e , f e . .  /i j
w p ti p t j x  . p ti p t jThe first equality above follows from e , e s ad e e , and the lasti j i j
equality follows from the definition of f. Thereby
w xf x , y s f x , f y for x , y g P . .  .
 .  4  p42 In the following, the p-mapping of P is denoted by p : x ¬ x .
Then we contend that the equality below for any x g P holds:
p p p4f x y f x s k x . 2.3.1 .  .  .  .
Recall that
ews if t s s y 1, 4p i i it ipe s 2.3.2 .t .i ip q1 e if 0 F t - s y 1.i i i
If s s 1, theni
p p p4 w sf e y f e s f e y f e .  .  . .i i i i
p w ss s e y s e .  .i i
ps k e ? 1. .i
Suppose s ) 1. Then for 0 F t - s y 1 we havei i i
p  4pt ti ip pf e y f e .  .i i /
pt y1i t ynit ni pp ps s e y k e ? 1 .  .i i /ns0
ti t q1ynit q1 ni pp py s e y k e ? 1 .  .i i /ns0
ptips k e ? 1, .i
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and
p  4ps y1 s y1i ip pf e y f e .  .i i /
ps y2i s y1ynis y1 ni pp p w ss s e y k e ? 1 y s e .  . .i i i /ns0
s y2i s ynis i pnp w pss s e y s e y k e ? 1 .  .  .i i i
ns0
s y2i s ynipnps y k e ? 1 . i
ns1
ps y1ips k e ? 1. .i
 .The last equality above follows from 2.2.1 as k is standard. Thus for any
 p ti 4  .element of the basis e N 0 F t - s , i s 1, 2, . . . , l of P, 2.3.2 holds.i i i
According to Jacobson's expansion of pth power and the above argument,
it is not difficult to prove that
p p 4pt t ti i ip p pf a e y f a e s k a e ? 1.   /  /  /i t i i t i i t i /i i i
 .  .3 By the universality of u P, k , there is a unique homomorphism
 .  .f : u P, k ª U k of associative F-algebras such that f ( i s f , where
 .  .i : P ª u P, k is the restriction of the canonical projection U P ª
 .  w x.u P, k cf. St-F, V, Sect. 3 .
 .2.4. Let r : L ª gl V be a k-representation of L and k g P* a given
extension of k . Then r can be uniquely extended to a linear mapping
 .r : P ª gl V as
r e s r e , .  .i i
t y1i t ynitt ni pi pp pr e s r e y k e ? Id for 1 F t - s . 2.4.1 .  . . . i i i i i
ns0
In particular, for a standard extension of k , by Proposition 2.3 and its
proof we have
 .COROLLARY. Let r : L ª gl V be a k-representation of L and k a
standard extension of k . Then r is a k-reduced representation of the restricted
Lie algebra P.
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 .Proof. Regard r as a unitary representation of U k and regard L as a
y .Lie subalgebra of U k . One has r s r ( f. Note that f is a Lie injective
homomorphism and r can be regarded as a Lie homomorphism from
y .  .U k to gl V . Hence, r is a Lie homomorphism and, thereby, is a
 .k-reduced representation of P by 2.3.1 .
 .2.5. Conversely, let F be a Q-representation of P and Q satisfy 2.2.1 .
p si ws  .Notice that e s e in P. By 2.3.2 and the relationsi i
p pt t q1 ti i ip p pF e s F e q Q e ? Id, 0 F t - s , .  .  .i i i i i
we obtain
s y1i s ynisi ps np ip pF e s F e q Q e ? Id .  .  .i i i
ns0
p siwss F e q Q e ? Id. . .i i
Hence F N is a Q N -representation of L. Furthermore, F N s F.L L L
Summing up, we have
kTHEOREM. Let k be a standard extension of k . Then M coincides withL
k  .  .M ¨ia the functor f : r, V ª r, V . In particular, the isomorphism classP
k kof simple objects in M coincides with that of M .L P
Especially, we obtain
w xCOROLLARY Shu2 . The GR L-module category coincides with the re-
stricted P-module category.
w  .x2.6. By Lemma 2.2 and St-F, V 2.7 along with the above theorem, we
have
COROLLARY. Let V be L-modulus with characters k , i s 1, 2. Theni i
 . UHom V , V , V and V V are L-modules with character k ymF 1 2 1 1 F 2 2
k , yk , and k q k , respecti¨ ely.1 1 1 2
2.7. Now we demonstrate the connection between the induced modules
k w xin M and the generalized reduced Verma modules of F1 . Suppose L isL 0
a GR subalgebra of L. By definition L satisfies the following conditions:0
 .  .  .  .1 E [ L l E is a basis of L with w E ; L , 2 L , w N is a0 0 0 s 0 0 0 s E0
 .  .  k0.GR Lie algebra. Set k [ k N , U k [ U L rI E . By Jacobson's0 L 0 0 0 00
 .  .refinement of the PBW theorem, U k is a subalgebra of U k . Let V0 0 0
k0  .be in ob M . Then the induced module U k V is a k-reducedmL U k . 00 0 0
module of L.
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Denote all elements in E _ E by e , . . . , e , and set z [ e p si y ews y0 1 t i i i
 . p si w xk e , i s 1, 2, . . . , t. In F1 , Farnsteiner introduced the subalgebrai
 .  .  4O L, L of U L , which is generated by L and z , z , . . . , z . By0 0 1 2 t
 .Jacobson's refinement of the PBW theorem, O L, L is isomorphic to0
w x  .F z , . . . , z U L . V may be provided with the structure of anm1 t F 0 0
 . w xO L,L -module by letting F z , . . . , z act via its canonical supplementa-0 1 t
w x  .tion. Following Farnsteiner F1 , we call the induced module Ind V [L 00
 .U L V a generalized reduced Verma module.m O L, L . 00
 w  .x.PROPOSITION compare with F1, 2.3 . Let L be a GR Lie algebra, L0
a GR subalgebra of L, and V a k -reduced module of L . Then there is an0 0 0
 .  .L-module isomorphism: Ind V ( U k V .mL 0 U k . 00 0 0
 .  .  .Proof. As U k is a subalgebra of U k , U k V is am0 0 U k . 00 0
k-reduced module of L which contains the L -submodule V with z -0 0 i
 .  .annihilating action. Let pr denote the projection of U L onto U k .
 .  .  .Define the bilinear mapping f : U L m V ª U k V via f u, ¨m0 U k . 00 0
 .  .s pr u m ¨ . Now the z lie centrally in U L and annihilate V . It isi 0
 .readily verified that f is O L, L -balanced. Hence there exists a linear0
 .  .  .  .mapping c : Ind V ª U k V given by c u m ¨ s pr u mmL 0 U k . 00 0 0
¨ . As pr is an L-module homomorphism, so is c . The projective property
 .  .of pr entails the same property of c . While Ind V and U k VmL 0 U k . 00 0 0
have the same dimension equal to pt dim V , t s  s . Hence c is0 e g E _ E ii 0
an isomorphism.
w xIn F1 , Farnsteiner proved that Shen's mixed product is isomorphic to a
certain generalized reduced Verma module. According to the above
proposition, we can establish a connection between simple GR modules
and simple graded modules for graded Cartan type Lie algebras, and
w xthereby the dimensions of the simple GR modules classified in Shu1 can
be readily given, as argued in Subsection 3.6 for the Zassenhaus algebra.
3. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ZASSENHAUS ALGEBRA
Throughout this section F is supposed to be algebraically closed, with
characteristic p ) 3. In the recent decade, the representation theory of
 wgraded Cartan type Lie algebras was greatly developed cf. F1, F2, F-St,
x .H1, H2, Hu1, Hu2, L-N, N, Sh1]Sh3 , etc. . It should be mentioned
w xespecially that the approaches of Shen's mixed product Sh1]Sh3 and
w xFarnsteiner's generalized reduced Verma module F1, F2, FS are very
important and fruitful. Noticing that any graded Lie algebra of Cartan type
 .2.  4L s X m : n , X g W, S, H, K is a GR Lie algebra, the author devel-
w xoped generalized restricted representations of L in Shu1]Shu3 . In this
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section, we will apply the main result in Section 2 to obtain a primary
property on generalized reduced representations of L. Finally, we will
completely determine all irreducible modules for the Zassenhaus algebra.
 .2.  43.1. Let L s X m : n , X g W, S, H, K . The definitions and nota-
w xtions about graded Lie algebras of Cartan type are found in St-F, W3 .
There is a canonical gradation L s t L , c s 1 for X s W, S, or[ isyc w i x
H and c s 2 for X s K, such that the associated filtration L [ [i jG i
4 tL N is invariant under Aut L. Due to Wilson's result, L is re-w j x isyc 0
w x w p x w p xstricted under p : D ¬ D where D denotes the usual pth power of
 w x. m niy1 w p x t i  .the derivation D cf. B . Set L [   e q L ; Der U m : n ,is1 t s0 i 0i
 ei.where e s D for X s W, S, H and e s D x , i s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1, andi i i K
 .e s D 1 for X s K. Then L is a GR Lie algebra associated withm K
 .E s e , . . . , e , . . . , e and1 m l
l y m! # "
s [ n , . . . , n , 1, . . . , 1 ,1 m /
where e g L for i s m q 1, . . . , l, such that L is the primitive p-i 0
 w x. w p xni  . p nienvelope of L cf. Shu3 . Note that e s 0 and ad e s 0 fori i
i s 1, 2, . . . , m. Using Theorem 2.5, we have
 .  .PROPOSITION. 1 Let r, V be an irreducible L-module. Then there is
a Q g L* such that
p pw p xr e y r e s Q e ? Id for e g L , .  .  . 0
p ni p ni
r e s Q e ? Id, i s 1, 2, . . . , m. .  .i i
 .  .Furthermore, let Q g L* be a zero-extension of Q, i.e., Q L s Q L and0 0
t iw p x .Q e s 0 if n ) 1, i s 1, 2, . . . , m and 1 F t - n . There is a unique0 i i i i
 .  .  .irreducible Q -reduced module r, V of L such that r, V s r, V N .0 L
 .  .2 Let Q g L* and r, V be a Q -reduced irreducible module of L.0
 .Then r, V N is an irreducible L-module.L
Thus, determining all irreducible L-modules is identical to determining
all irreducible Q -reduced modules of L , Q g L*. In the sequel, we don't0
distinguish between Q and Q for Q g L* and its trivial extension Q to0 0
L*.
Remark. Note that the gradation of L is restricted in the sense of0
w x w  .xSt-F, Sect. 3.2 . By Sh2, 1.4 and the above proposition, the graded
w xirreducible L-modules of Sh1]Sh3 are the generalized reduced modules
 .with Q g L* satisfying Q L s 0 for i / 0.w i x
3.2. The Zassenhaus Algebra Z . In the rest of the paper, let L denoten
n  .  .the p -dimensional Zassenhaus algebra Z , i.e., W 1 : n with n s n .n
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When n s 1, Z becomes the Witt algebra whose irreducible representa-n
w xtions were completely determined very early by Chang Ch . In the sequel
discussion, we always suppose n ) 1. Recall the definition of Z asn
follows:
 .  1.  p ny1 . 4  i.  j.n1 U [ a q a x q ??? qa x N a g F with x x [n 0 1 p y1 i
i q j  iqj.  i. n . x and x s 0 if i G p or i - 0 is an associative algebra re-i
. 1.ferred to as a devided power algebra . In the following, x will be simply
denoted by x. D g Der U is a special derivation with Dx  i. s x  iy1.,n
i G 1, and Dx 1. s 1.
 .   .  .  .42 L s f x D N f x g U 1, n with Lie product
f x D , g x D [ f x D g x y g x D f x D. .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .
This is a simple Lie algebra.
Set e [ x  iq1.D and e [ Dw p x
jy 1
, i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , pn y 2 and j si yj
1, 2, . . . , n. Then L s p
ny2 Fe , and its primitive p-envelope L[ isy1 i
s p
ny2 Fe . There are the following formulas in L:[ isyn i
¡ i q j q 1i q j q 1 y e , i , j G 0,iq j~  /  / /j q 1w xe , e s i q 1i j ¢0, i , j - 0;
e iy1 , i ) 0, j G piy1 y 1,jypw xe , e s 3.2.1 .yi j iy1 0, i ) 0, j - p y 1.
We now consider the p-mapping in L.
LEMMA. Let s g N. Then
ps ps q 1 .  .  .  .1 ' mod p .s q 1 s q 1
ps l t i .  .  . 2 k 0 mod p if and only if s q 1 g T [ p  s p N l )is0 is q 1
4 0, p ) s ) s G s G ??? G s G 0 . For s q 1 g T , if s ) 1 and k 1 - k0 1 2 t 0
ks.  .  .- p is the minimal integer such that ks G p, then ' 0 mod p .0 s q 1
a .  .Proof. It follows directly from the fact that ' 0 mod p if and onlyb
t i t iif a - b for some i, where a s  a p and b s  b p .i i is0 i is0 i
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k . w p x  pky py1.. ik y i y 1 . .  .By computation, x D x s d d ??? d x , d s .1 2 p i k
As Ex  i. s x  iy1.Ex for E g L, E is uniquely determined by the value of E
 k . .w p x  pky py1..in x. Hence x D s d d ??? d x D. Due to Lemma 3.2,1 2 p
e , i s 0,¡ i
w p x t~e s 3.2.2 .p y 1 !e , i s p y 1 for some t g N, .i p i¢
0 otherwise for i G 0,
and
e , 0 - i - n ,yiy1w p xe syi  0, i s n.
Put L [ p
ny2 Fe , i s y1, 0, 1, . . . , pn y 2, L [ n Fe , i s[ [i k G i k yi ksi yi
1, . . . , n. Then there are two filtrations of p-subalgebras in L:
L > ??? > L n > 0,0 p y2
L > L > ??? > L > 0.y1 y2 yn
In addition, the following facts are obvious:
ew p x
2 s 0, ew p xny iq1 s 0, i ) 0. 3.2.3 .i yi
 .3.3. Let r, V be an irreducible representation of L with a fixed
 . p  w p x.  .character Q g L*, i.e., r satisfies r x y r x s Q x ? Id for x g L
 .note that Q and Q are not distinguished . In the rest of the paper, we0
  ..   . 4 nalways define r or r Q [ min i G 1 N Q L s 0 , r [ p y 1 ifir r
 . w xnQ e / 0, and s [ the largest integer F . Then L , L ; Lp y2 s s r2 2
 w x .note: e , e s 0 . Note that r s y1 means Q s 0. In the case r s y1, rs s
is a restricted representation of L , or to say r N is a generalizedL
w xrestricted representation of L, which was classified in Shu1 . In the sequel
discussion, always suppose Q / 0, i.e., r ) y1.
3.4. Now we appoint the following notations for a restricted Lie algebra
 w x.J, p .
 .  .1 u J , the restricted universal enveloping algebra of J.
 .  .2 u J, L , L g J*, the L-reduced universal enveloping algebra
of J,
 .  .3 Irr J, L , the isomorphism class of simple J-modules with charac-
ter L.
 w x .Recall that L is a supersolvable Lie algebra i.e., L , L is nilpotent ,0 0 0
thereby so is every subalgebra of L . Put Q [ Q N . For simplicity, we0 i Li
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sometimes do not distinguish between Q and Q N for a p-subalgebra Q of LQ 0
if the context is clear. Using the representation theory of supersolvable Lie
algebras, we describe irreducible modules of the p-subalgebras of L0
containing L in the following.s
 .  .  .If r s 0 or 1, then u L , Q s u Fe , Q u L . The augmentation ideal0 0 1
 .of the universal restricted envelope u L consists of nilpotent elements.1
By a standard argument, any irreducible L -module is a trivial extension to0
L of F¨ , a 1-dimensional module of Fe with e ? ¨ s l¨ , l g F0 l 0 0 l l
p  .satisfying l y l s Q e . Hence, L admits just p irreducible Q -0 0 0
reduced modules up to isomorphism, which are determined by p distinct
p  .solutions of the equation l y l s Q e .0
LEMMA A. Suppose r ) 1. The following statements hold.
 .  .  . n1 C L s 0, C L s Fe .0 1 p y2
 .  .2 If a subalgebra Q of L contains L then C Q ; L , where r, s are0 s s
as in Subsection 3.3 and 1 - r F pn y 1.
 .  .Proof. 1 Let e s  a e g C L . Note p / 2 and the formulaiG 0 i i 0
pt y 1 pt y 1 tc i [ y / 0, 0 F i - p y 1. 3.4.1 .  .t  /  /i q 1 i
w x w xn nThen e, e s 0 means a s 0; e, e s 0 means a s 0; . . . ;p y2 0 p y3 1
w x  .ne, e s 0 implies a s 0. Thus C L s 0. By the same argument,0 p y2 0
 . nC L s Fe .1 p y2
 .  .2 Let e s  a e g C Q , k - k if i - j. Assume e f L .iG 0 k k i j si i
Then e / 0. Suppose a / 0 and e f L . Then k F s y 1, therebyk k s 00 0n  . w xn np y 2 y k G s and e g L . Using 3.4.1 , we have e, e s0 p y2yk s p y2yk0 0
 .  .na c k e / 0. This contradicts the assumption e g C Q . Therebyk t 0 p y10
 .C Q ; L .s
 .  .For the Q-reduced representation r, V of L , by 3.2.3 ,
p2 pp w p xr e s Q e ? Id q r e 3.4.2 .  .  . . .i i i
2 pp w p xs Q e q Q e ? Id, for i ) 0. .  . /i i
Thereby
r r2 2p pr e s Q e ? Id for i ) the smallest integer G . .  .i i  ;  /p p
3.4.3 .
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 . p2  . p2  . p2Especially, r e s Q e ? Id and r e s 0 for i G r. Usingry1 ry1 i
Jacobson's theorem about nil weakly sets, we see that all Q -reducedr
irreducible L -modules are thereby trivial. Any irreducible L -module forr t
w x  .t G s is one-dimensional because L , L : L . Due to 3.4.3 , further-t t r
 . w x4  . <  . <more, Irr L , Q s Fu with e u s Q e u, i G t, and Irr L , Q s 1.t t i i t
Especially, any nontrivial L -module contains a nonzero vector ¨ stabi-ry1
 .lized by L with e ¨ s Q e ¨ and L ¨ s 0. More generally, wery1 ry1 ry1 r
have the following.
LEMMA B. Suppose r ) 1. Let Q be a p-subalgebra of L satisfying0
w x. w x  .Q Q,Q s 0. Then for any W g Irr Q, Q N , dim W s 1. Furthermore,Q
the following statements hold.
 . <  . <1 If Q ; L , then Irr Q, Q N s 1.1 Q
 . <  . <2 If Q o L , then Irr Q, Q N s p.1 Q
 .Proof. Let r, W be an irreducible representation of Q with character
w x w p x w x   ..Q N . Note that Q, Q ; L and e s 0 for e g Q, Q see 3.2.2 . InQ 1
w x.  . w x. p2 w x.view of Q Q, Q s 0, 3.4.2 yields that r Q, Q s 0. Now r Q, Q W
w x. w x.is a submodule of W. Then either r Q, Q W s W or r Q, Q s 0. As
w x. p2 w x.r Q, Q s 0, it has to occur that r Q, Q s 0. Hence dim W s 1.
 .1 Let Q ; L , then Q is nilpotent. By Lemma 3.4.A and the1
 .argument following 3.4.3 , r N ( r9 N for any simple moduleC Q. C Q.
 . w  . .x <  . <r9, W9 of Q. According to St-F, V 8.7 2 , Irr Q, Q N s 1.Q
 .2 Let Q o L . There is e q e g Q, e g L . Then e q e is not1 0 1 0
w  . .xp-nilpotent. By St-F, II 3.6 2 , there is a toral element T s e q e9 g Q,0 0
w p x w xe9 g L with T s T . Then FT is a maximal torus of Q. As Q, Q ;1 0 0 0
 . w  .x  .rad L , one can prove as argued in St-F, V 8.6 that Q s FT [ Nil Q ,p 0
 .  .where Nil Q s Q l L s rad Q . Thus all irreducible Q-modules with1 p
p  .Q N are determined, up to isomorphism, by l satisfying l y l s Q T .Q 0
 .If Fu is a fixed simple Q-module with character Q N , then Irr Q, Q N sQ Q
w x 4Fu F N a g F , where F is a 1-dimensional restricted module ofm F a p a
 .Q with the a-multiplication action of T and the trivial action of Nil Q0
 w  . .x. <  . <cf. St-F, V 8.7 1 . Irr Q, Q N s p.Q
The following fact is needed later.
LEMMA C. Suppose r ) 0, Q be a p-subalgebra of L and Q > L . Then0 s
 .for any irreducible representation r, W of Q with character Q N , r N s 0.Q Lr
 . w xProof. It is due to W s u Q, Q N w and L , L ; L , where Fw isQ 0 0 r r 0
a 1-dimensional submodule of L in W.s
 .3.5. Suppose r Q ) 1. We can now describe irreducible representations
wof L with character Q s Q N . At first, we give an analogue of St-F,0 0 L0
 .xV 8.2 as follows.
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LEMMA. Suppose J is a finite-dimensional sol¨ able Lie algebra, f g J*,
w x. w x.and f J, J / 0. Then there is an ideal I of J such that f I, I s 0 but
w x.f I, J / 0.
Proof. Suppose there is not such an ideal I of J. Then the non-empty
w x.set of all ideals I of J satisfying f I, I s 0 is identified with the set of
w x.  .  w x.all ideals I9 of J satisfying f I9, J s 0. Set C f [ x g J N f x, J s
4  .0 . Then C f m J by the condition. Let J be a minimal ideal of J1
 . w xcontaining C f properly. By the solvability of J, J , J m J , and thereby1 1 1
1.  .J must be contained in C f by the choice of J . On the other hand, the1 1
w x.  .assumption yields that f J , J / 0. Now V [ J rC f is an irreducible1 1 1
J-module. The following bilinear mapping is well defined, via
V = V ª F ,
l:  w x¨ , ¨ ¬ f ¨ , ¨ , . .1 2 1 2
1. .  .where ¨ s ¨ q C f , i s 1, 2. Furthermore, f J / 0 implies l / 0.i i 1
1.  .Noticing that J ; C f , we have for any x g J,1
w xl x¨ , ¨ s f x , ¨ , ¨ .  .1 2 1 2
w xs yf ¨ , x , ¨ .1 2
s yl ¨ , x¨ . .1 2
w x  . w x.According to St-F, Lemma 8.1 , J s F¨ q C f . Hence, f J, J s 0, a
contradiction.
w x. Take I [ L and Q [ L . Then Q I , I s 0. Put Q [ y g Q N0 s 0 0 0 0 1 0
w x 4Q y, I s 0 . Then Q is a p-subalgebra of L containing I . If0 1 0 0
w x.Q Q , Q / 0, by the above lemma there is an ideal I of Q such that1 1 1
w x. w x.Q I, I s 0 but Q I, Q / 0. Choose I9 s I q I . Then I9 p I and1 0 0
w x.Q I9, I9 s 0. Thus there is an ideal I of Q such that its dimension is1
maximal among the dimensions of such ideals. Put Q [ y g Q N2 1
w x 4Q y, I s 0 . Iterating the above process, we have the sequence:1
L s I m I m ??? m I m ??? ; ??? ; Q ; ??? ; Q ; Q s L ,s 0 1 t t 1 0 0
where the Q , i s 0, 1, 2, . . . , are p-subalgebras of L and I is an ideal ofi 0 i
w x.Q . Since dim L is finite, there exists t such that Q Q , Q s 0. Such ai 0 t t
p-subalgebra of L is called a Q-subalgebra of L . Obviously Q > L .0 0 t s
 .PROPOSITION. Suppose r Q ) 1. Let Q s Q be a Q-subalgebra of L .t 0
 . L0 .1 Any irreducible Q-reduced L -module W ( Ind Fu, Q [0 Q
 .u L , Q Fu, Fu is a 1-dimensional module of Q. In particular,m0 uQ, Q N .Q
dim W s pdim L0 r Q.
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 . <  . < <  . <2 If Q ; L , then Irr L , Q s 1. If Q o L then Irr L , Q s p.1 0 0 1 0 0
 . w  .xProof. 1 By St-F, V 7.6 any irreducible Q -reduced Q -modulei i
Qi  .V ( Ind V , Q , V is an irreducible Q -module. Now Q > Li Q iq1 iq1 iq1 siq1
w x.and Q Q, Q s 0. Any irreducible Q-module with character Q N is oneQ
 .dimensional Lemma 3.4.B . Hence the first part is proved. As to the latter
it directly follows.
 .2 It follows from Lemma 3.4.B.
COROLLARY A. If Q, Q9 are two Q-subalgebras of L , then Q and Q90
ha¨e the same dimension. Furthermore, Q ; L if and only if Q9 ; L .1 1
Proof. It follows directly from the above proposition.
COROLLARY B. If 1 - r - p or r s pt y 1, 1 F t F n, then Q s Q s1
<  . < sI s L . Thereby Irr L , Q s 1 and dim W s p .0 s 0
Proof. Let e s  k e g L _ L . Suppose i is the smallest integeri i 0 s 0
among i with k / 0. Then i - s and r y i ) r y s G s. Thus e gi 0 0 ryi y10
L , ands
w xQ e, e s Q k e , e .  .ry i y1 0 i ryi y10 0 0
r rs k y Q e . .0 ry1i q 1 i /  / /0 0
w x. tAs i F s, Q e, e / 0 if 1 - r - p or r s p y 1. In those cases,0 ryi y10
 w x. 4e f Q s y g L N Q y, L s 0 , thereby Q ; L . It has to occur that1 0 s 1 s
Q s L s Q. The remaining follows from Proposition 3.5.1 s
3.6. In the following, we appoint that the Q-subalgebra Q associated to
 .r Q s 0 or s 1 is L . Now we give our main theorem on irreducible0
modules of the Zassenhaus algebra. Let r and s be as in Subsection 3.3.
THEOREM. Let L be the pn-dimensional Zassenhaus algebra o¨er an
algebraically closed field F of characteristic p ) 3, L the primiti¨ e p-en¨elope
 .  .of L as in Subsection 3.2 , and r, V an irreducible representation of L.
 .Then V is generalized Q-reduced for some Q g L*. Denote by Irr L, Q the
isomorphism class of generalized Q-reduced irreducible modules, r, s are as in
Subsection 3.3. The following statements hold.
 .  .1 If r s y1 i.e., Q s 0 , then V is isomorphic to a unique irre-
 .ducible quotient of u L F for some l g F , F is a 1-dimensionalm uL . l p l0
L -module with tri¨ ial L action and l-multiplication of e , dim V s pn if0 1 0
n <  . <l / y1, 0; dim V s 1 if l s y1; dim V s p y 1 if l s 0, and Irr L, 0
s p.
 . n L  .2 If 0 F r - p y 1, then V ( Ind Fu, Q , where Fu is a 1-dimen-Q
nqdim L0 r Q <  . <sional Q-module. And dim V s p . Furthermore, Irr L , Q s 1
<  . <when Q ; L and Irr L , Q s p when Q o L . Here Q is a Q-subalgebra.1 1
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 . n L0 .3 If r s p y 1, then as an L -module, V ( Ind Fu, Q , where Fu0 Lss <  . < nis a 1-dimensional L -module. Furthermore, dim V s p and Irr L, Q F p .s
 . w xThe conclusion 1 follows from Shu1, Theorem 4.4 and the following
 .  .demonstration of dimensions. Let Z l s u L F . By Propositionm uL . l0w  .x  .  .  .2.7 along with F1, 2.6 , Z l is L-module isomorphic to U m : n i
 .  w x.  .V l q 1 . The latter is Shen's mixed product cf. Sh1 , and V l q 1 is0 0
the 1-dimensional restricted module of Fe corresponding to l q 1 g F .0 p
w  .  .xThe dimensions desired are derived from Sh3, 1.2 and 2.1 . As for the
other conclusions, we will complete the proofs in the next section.
w xRemark. In Mi , the maximal degree of the irreducible representations
 .  p ny1 .r2  .of L was computed: d L s p . By Theorem 3.6 3 , the realizations
 .of irreducible representations of L with the dimension d L are obtained.
Combined with Corollary 3.5.B, Theorem 3.6 yields the following special
result.
COROLLARY. All notations are as in Theorem 3.6.
 . L  .1 If r s 0, or 1, then V ( Ind F , Q for some l g F satisfyingL l0p  .  . n <  . <l y l s Q e , F as in Theorem 3.6 1 . dim V s p and Irr L, Q s p.0 l
 . t L  .2 If 1 - r - p or r s p y 1, 0 - t - n, then V ( Ind Fu, Q , FuLs
is a 1-dimensional L -module determined by Q . dim V s psqn ands s
<  . <Irr L, Q s 1.
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3.6
According to Proposition 3.1, in order to prove Theorem 3.6 it is
sufficient to prove the corresponding conclusion for simple objects in the
category M Q.L
4.1. For the proof in the case 0 F r - pn y 1, some preparations will be
made. In the following discussion, we always fix an irreducible L -submod-0
ule W in V. By the argument at the beginning of Subsection 3.4 and
L  .Proposition 3.5, it is sufficient to prove V ( V [ Ind W, Q in order toL0
prove the theorem in this case. In other words, it is sufficient to prove that
V is an L-irreducible module.
 .  4As a vector space, V s u L , Q N m W. Set P [ 0, 1, . . . , p y 1 .y1 Ly1
  .  .  .. n < < n  . iy1For a s a n , a n y 1 , . . . , a 1 g P , define a [  a i p andis1
n < < < <  .  .define a % b for a , b g P if a ) b . By 3.2.1 , u L , Q N is ay1 Ly1
commutative algebra, and has a set of the basis elements Ea [ ea n. ???yn
a 1.  .e , 0 $ a $ p y 1, . . . , p y 1 . Let ¨ be a nonzero element of V . Wey1 ] ]
m a i < <may write ¨ s  E m w with w / 0 and a % a if i - j. a isis1 i i i j 1
called the degree of ¨ , denoted by deg ¨ .
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 n k r ..In general, r may be expressed as r s p y p q r 9, r 9 s
k r .y1  . ny1r p q ??? qr p q r and 0 F r - p y 1. Then, p y 1 p Fk r . 2 1 k r .
n  .  . ny1r - p y 1 if and only if 1 F k r - n, and 0 F r - p y 1 p if and
 .  .only if k r s n. In the sequel, k r is simply denoted by k if the context is
clear.
Recall that there exists, for any nontrivial L -module M with characterr
Q, at least a nonzero vector ¨ in M such that F¨ is a trivial L -submoduler
if r ) 0, and that ¨ satisfies L ¨ s 0 and e ¨ s l¨ , l g F if r s 0, similar1 0
 ..to the argument following 3.4.3 . We will see that such a ¨ in V is of
special form.
LEMMA A. Let F¨ be a one-dimensional L -submodule of V . If deg ¨ -r
k   .. np k s k r and 0 F r - p y 1, then ¨ g 1 m W.
Proof. Suppose ¨ f 1 m W. Then deg ¨ G 1. By the condition deg ¨ -
pk, we might as well suppose pty1 F deg ¨ - pt for a certain t g
 4 m a i t . a i1.  .1, 2, . . . , k . Thus we have ¨ s  e ??? e m w with a t / 0. Asis1 yt y1 i 1
t F k and 0 F r - pn y 1, e ty 1 is a basis element of L and e sry1qp ry1
w xty 1e , e .yt ry1qp
 .1 Suppose r ) 0. From L ¨ s 0, we haver
e ¨ s ye ty 1 e ¨ s Q e ¨ . 4.1.1 .  .ry1 ry1qp yt ry1
i i iy1 j  . iy1yjIn addition, ef s f e q  f ad e f f for e, f g L. Thereby,js0
ye ty 1 e ¨ry1qp yt
s yea1 t .q1e ty 1 ea1 i. w q a t q 1 Ea1 e w . . m myt ry1qp yi 1 1 ry1 1
i-t
q E b w m b
b$a1
s a t q 1 Ea1 e w q E b w . . . m  m1 ry1 1 b
b$a1
The first summand on the right side of the first equality is zero because
a1 i.  .  .ty 1e  e m w g u L , Q N m L W s 0 Lemma 3.4.C .ry1qp i- t yi 1 y1 L ry1
Compare the above with e ¨ s Ea1 m e w q  En m w . Equa-ry1 ry1 1 n $ a n1
 .   . . a1 a1  .tion 4.1.1 yields a t q 1 E m e w s E m e w . But Q e1 ry1 1 ry1 1 ry1
 ./ 0 implies that e w / 0, and 0 - a t F p y 1. A contradictionry1 1 1
results.
 .2 If r s 0, then L ¨ s 0 and e ¨ s l¨ . From L ¨ s 0, we have1 0 1
e ¨ s ye ty 1 e ¨ if t ) 1. Hence, as argued above, it must occur thaty1 p y1 yt
t s 1 if ¨ f 1 m W, i.e., ¨ s q ei m u with q ) 0 and u / 0. Weis0 y1 i q
will also see a contradiction under the assumption. Note that L W s 0 cf.1
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. w xthe proof of Lemma 3.4.C . From e ¨ s l¨ and e ¨ s e , e ¨ s0 0 y1 1
 .ye e ¨ , respectively, by the arguments in 1 we have1 y1
lu s e u y quq 0 q q
and
q q q 1 .
lu s q q 1 e u y u . .q 0 q q2
As q ) 0, it follows from the both formulae above that
q q 1 q y 1
l s y and e u s u . 4.1.2 .0 q q2 2
w w xx 2On the other hand, e ¨ s e , e , e ¨ s y2 e e e ¨ q e e ¨ . Wey1 y1 y1 1 y1 1 y1 1 y1
can obtain
q q q 1 .
u s y2 q q 1 e u y u .q 0 q q /2
q q 1 q q 2 .  .
q q q 2 e u y u . . 0 q q /2
 2 . .  .Hence, e u s q y q y 4 r2 q u , contradicting 4.1.2 .0 q q
Thereby, the assumption that ¨ f 1 m W is false. The proof is com-
pleted.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we need some further prepara-
tions.
 n k . k ky1  .LEMMA B. If r s p y p q r 9, r 9 - p y p , and k s k r with
 k0 F k F n y 1, then for any gi¨ en b g G [ q q r 9 g Z N p F q -r b q b
n k4p y p and for any gi¨ en number f g F, there exists F g Aut L such thatb
  ..   ..  .Q F e s f and Q F e s Q e for i ) b.b b i i
Proof. Recall that every automorphism w of U induces an automor-n
y1 w xphism w of DerU via wE s w Ew, ;E g DerU . By W1, Theorem 2 ,n n
 .w ¬ w is a group isomorphism from Aut U : L onto Aut L, wheren
 .Aut U : L is a subgroup of AutU consisting of all L-admissible auto-n n
morphism of U , i.e., those automorphism w whose w stabilize L. Sincen
a t t i t ia i .1 1 .  .  .  .  .'  mod p for a s  a i p and a s  a i p witha a i .is1 1 is1 1 2 is1 22 2
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 .  .0 F a i , a i F p y 1,1 2
pn y pk q r 9 pn y pk q r 9 .  .r ry s y /  /b q 1 b  /  /q q r 9 q 1 q q r 9b b
pn y pk r 9 r 9
' y mod p . /  / /q / r 9 q 1 r 9b
pn y pk
' y mod p .q /b
k 0 mod p . .
r r .  .Hence C [ y is a nonzero number in F. In addition, setb q 1 b
 .  . w xc [ Q e and g [ Q c . According to W1, Theorem 2 , one canry1 b
 .  .uniquely define an admissible automorphism w g Aut U : L by w x sn
f y gb ryb.x q c x , where c s . Thereby, F [ w g Aut L. By a straight-b b c ? C
w xforward computation, with some formulas in W1, Lemmas 1 and 5 being
y1 .  ryb.  rybqi.used, we have w x s x y c x q  ) x . Note that anyb i) 0
 .  . y1  iq1..  .E g L is uniquely determined by E x and then F e s w x F Di
for e s x  iq1.D. One can further verifyi
F e s e q C ? c e q ) e . b b b ry1 rqi
iG0
and
F e s e q ) e for i ) b. . i i rqj
jG0
 .   ..   ..  .By Q L s 0, we have Q F e s f and Q F e s Q e for i ) b.r b b i i
From the above Lemma B, we readily obtain the following
 . ny1 nCOROLLARY. Suppose p y 1 p F r F p y 1. Then for all b g G ,r
and for a set of any gi¨ en numbers f g F, there exists F g Aut L such thatb
  ..Q F e s f for all b g G . Especially, there exists F g Aut L such thatb b r
 .iF e / 0 for k F i F n y 1.ryp
 .  .  .  .Remark. It is clear that if r Q s r Q9 s r and if Q e s Q9 e fori i
 .  .i f G , then Irr L, Q s Irr L, Q9 . Here, G may be regarded as an emptyr r
 . ny1set when r - p y 1 p .
Proof of Theorem 3.6 for the Case 0 F r - pn y 1. According to the
analysis at the beginning of this subsection, to prove the theorem for this
case it suffices to prove that V is L-irreducible. Note that any automor-
phism of L can be naturally extended to be an automorphism of L cf.
w  .x.  .Shu3, 2.6 . Set k [ k r . By the above corollary, without a loss of
 .ivalidity we might as well suppose Q e / 0 for i s k, k q 1, . . . , n y 1ryp
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 . ny1 nwhen p y 1 p F r - p y 1. Let ¨ be a nonzero vector in V stabi-
lized by L , defined as in the paragraph before Lemma 4.1.A. We will seer
 . ny1  .that in any case, ¨ g 1 m W. In fact, if r - p y 1 p , then k r s n.
Due to Lemma 4.1.A, ¨ must be contained in 1 m W in the case r - p y
. ny1  . ny1 n  .i1 p . For the remaining case p y 1 p F r - p y 1, Q e / 0,ryp
i s k, k q 1, . . . , n y 1 implies that e i w / 0 for any nonzero w g Wryp
  .. w xi isee 3.4.3 . Now e s e , e and e ¨ s ye e ¨ . By theryp y iq1. r ryp r y iq1.
same argument as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.A, we have deg ¨ - pk.
Therefore, Lemma 4.1.A also yields that ¨ g 1 m W for the case p y
. ny1 n1 p F r - p y 1. Furthermore, notice that any nonzero L-submodule
V 9 must contain at least a 1-dimensional L -module. Hence V 9 l 1 mry1
W / 0. But, W is an irreducible L -module. Hence V 9 s V , and V is0
L-irreducible. We complete the proof.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 3.6 for the Case r s pn y 1. In this case
pn y 1
s s . The following argument will show that every irreducible
2
w xL -submodule W of V is just V. Our argument is analogous to that in St10
w xwhich was employed to reobtain Chang's result Ch about the p-dimen-
sional Witt algebra for the case r s p y 1.
By Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.5.B, every eigenvector u of L in Vs
L0 .  p ny1 .r2defines an irreducible L -submodule W ( Ind Fu, Q . dim W s p0 Ls
 .a 0.  .a  sy1.  .and W has a basis: r e ??? r e u, 0 F a i F p y 1, i s0 sy1
1, . . . , s y 1. Let U be the associative subalgebra in End V spanned by
 .a 0.  .a  sy1.  .r e ??? r e , 0 F a i F p y 1. Then dim U s dim End W0 sy1
s p p ny1 . Furthermore, U is a simple algebra since W is irreducible and
 .  .  .  .a 0 a sy1 a 0 a sy1
r e ??? r e ª r e ??? r e N .  .  .  . /0 sy1 0 sy1 W
defines an associative algebra isomorphism from U onto End W.
pn y 1
s .  .nLet Z s r e r e , s s . Theny1 p y2 2
s
r e , Z s r e , r e r e .  .  .  .0 0 y1 ry1
sy1
n ns sr e r e r e , r e .  .  .  .y1 p y2 0 p y2
s
nq r e , r e r e .  .  .0 y1 p y2
pn y 3
n ns s p y 2 Z y Z s p ? Z s 0. 4.2.1 .  .
2
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w xnNote that e , e s 0, i ) 0.i p y2
s
nr e , Z s r e , r e r e .  .  .  .i i y1 p y2
sy1
n ns sr e r e r e , r e .  .  .  .y1 p y2 i p y2
s
nq r e , r e r e .  .  .i y1 p y2
s
ns yr e r e , i ) 0. 4.2.2 .  .  .iy1 p y2
w xBy the same reason as in St1, p. 602 , ad Z N is an inner derivation of U,U
i.e., there exists Y g U such that
w xZ y Y , U s 0. 4.2.3 .
 .  .Thus there exists a common eigenvector w / 0 g V of r L and Z y Y.s
As discussed above, w defines an irreducible L -module Uw (0
L0 .Ind Fw, Q . Furthermore, Uw is invariant under Z y Y by the sense ofLs
 .  . pnw and 4.2.3 . Hence Uw is invariant under Z. Note that r e sp y2
 . p  .  .n nQ e ? Id / 0 and then r e is invertible. Thus r e Uw sp y2 p y2 y1
 .  . s  .  .nr e r e Uw s ZUw, and r e stabilizes Uw. In addition, r ey1 p y2 y1 yi
 . p iy1  . p iy1s r e y Q e ? Id, i ) 1. Hence Uw is an irreducible L-sub-y1 y1
L0 .module of V. The irreducibility of V yields V s Uw ( Ind Fw, Q . AsLs
 .Q s L Corollary 3.5.B , we have proved the first part of theorem for thes
case r s pn y 1.
 .The remaining is to determine Irr L , Q . Now let r, r be two irre-1
 .nducible representations of L with the same character Q, and Q e / 0.p y2
By Corollary 3.5.B, the restrictions to L of r and r are isomorphic. We0 1
 .  .  .  . snmay assume r L s r L . Let Z s r e r e and Z s1 0 0 y1 p y2 1
 .  . s  .  . w  .xnr e r e . By 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 , Z y Z , r e s 0, i G 0. Then1 y1 p y2 1 i
 .Z y Z g C U . As U is simple, Z s Z q a ? 1, a g F. Thus1 1 1 1
s9 nyp
n nr e s r e q ar e , a s a Q e , .  .  .  .1 y1 y1 p y2 1 p y2
where
pn q 1
s9 [ .
2
iy1 p iy1pr e s r e q Q e ? Id, i ) 1. .  .  .1 yi 1 y1 y1
More generally, if r is an irreducible representation of L with character
 .nQ and Q e / 0, then for any a g F one can define a new irreduciblep y2
representation r of L with character Q g L* by the above way, i.e.,a a
 .  . r e s r e for i G 0 this implies that the representation space of ra i i a
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.coincides with Uw, w is an eigenvector of L defined by Q N ands Ls
s9
nr e s r e q ar e , .  .  .a y1 y1 p y2
iy1 p iy1pr e s r e q Q e , i ) 1. .  .  .a yi a y1 a y1
X <  . < <  .  .4 <r ( r if and only if a s a9. Thus Irr L , Q s a N Q e s Q e .a a a y1 y1
 .  .  . p n p n .From Q e s Q e , it has to occur that r e s r e , i.e.,a y1 y1 y1 a y1
p n ns9 p
nr e q ar e s Q e . 4.2.4 .  .  .  . /y1 p y2 y1
 .Repeat this to use Jacobson's formula for pth powers. Equation 4.2.4
 . p n p n  . s9 p n i  . p nn nbecomes r e q a r e q  a y s Q e ? Id, wherey1 p y2 i- p i y1
 .  .y g the subalgebra of End V generated by r e and U. Hence, Q ei y1 a y1
 . s9 p n . p n  2 p ny1 .ns Q e means that a satisfies Q e a q f a, a , . . . , a s 0,y1 p y2
 2 p ny1 . 2 p ny1where f a, a , . . . , a g F, depending on a, a , . . . , a . Thus
n<  . <Irr L , Q F p is concluded.
By summing up Subsections 4.1 and 4.2, the proof of Theorem 3.6 is
completed.
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